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Recent Award Winners
Fashioning Lives
Black Queers and
the Politics of
Literacy
Eric Darnell Pritchard
978-0-8093-3554-1
Paper, 320 pages, $45.00

Doing Time, Writing Lives
Patrick W. Berry

“Berry offers a nuanced discussion of the role that literacy education can—
and perhaps cannot—play in reconstructing the narratives of the incarcerated, adding an important perspective to the framing of teaching writing in
prison. He thoughtfully and perceptively complicates the overly romantic
and optimistic narrative that is often articulated by advocates of prison education, providing a much more nuanced treatment of the topic than what is
usually offered.”—Deborah Appleman, editor, From the Inside Out: Letters
to Young Men and Other Writings

“Fashioning Lives brings to visibility and critical attention thought-provoking literacy histories of African Americans who identify as LGBTQ
and underscores literacy as a tool for surveillance and censorship
but also for salvation and restoration.”
—Jacqueline Jones Royster, coauthor, Feminist Rhetorical Practices: New Horizons for Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy Studies

Rhetorics of Whiteness
Postracial Hauntings in Popular
Culture, Social Media, and
Education
Edited by Tammie M. Kennedy, Joyce
Irene Middleton and Krista Ratcliffe

Cosmopolitan
English and
Transliteracy
Xiaoye You
978-0-8093-3524-4
Paper, 300 pages, $40.00

2018 CCCC Research Impact Award

978-0-8093-3637-1
Paper, 160 pages, $40.00

“Berry makes a powerful argument for the importance of education and
literacy in prison. What sets his work apart from most other prisoner education advocates is exactly what makes the argument so strong. Yes, the education of prisoners reduces recidivism. No, education is not a panacea that
will solve the problem of crime. But neither of these should be what drives a
strong push to educate prisoners. Instead, education and literacy should be
provided to every prisoner because doing so is the right thing.”
—Christopher Zoukis, New York Journal of Books

Inventing Place
“The caliber of the scholars who contribute to Rhetorics
of Whiteness, the issues these scholars address, and the
manner in which they tackle these issues are provocative,
bold, and interesting.”—Vorris Nunley, author, Keepin’
It Hushed: The Barbershop and African American Hush
Harbor Rhetoric

Writing Lone Star Rhetorics
Edited by Casey Boyle and Jenny Rice

“Like the editors, I grew up in Texas, which like any topos has its affordances
and limits. I can’t imagine growing up in any other place at any other time,
while at the same time I can barely imagine I ever lived there. Inventing
Place captures the deep ambivalence in that disjunction, both a love and a
disbelief. Deeply personal and insightfully scholarly, these essays compellingly reveal the becoming-undone of being there.”—Byron Hawk, author of
A Counter-History of Composition

2018 CCCC Outstanding Book Award in the
Edited Collection Category

“This book is a game changer—a profoundly original work of post-criticism
that performs the innovations for which it argues. Haynes goes beyond
the conventions not just of argumentation but of English as a discipline,
proposing convincingly that rhetoric as education concerns apparatus
(social machine) in general, not only alphabetic writing but also digital
media.”—Gregory Ulmer, professor of English and media
studies, University of Florida

2017 RSA Book Award

Refiguring Literacy and Higher Education in Prison

2018 CCCC Lavender Rhetorics Award for Excellence in
Queer Scholarship
2018 CCCC Advancement of Knowledge Award
2017 Outstanding Book Award from the Conference on
Community Writing

“You contributes to recent challenges to English monolingualism in composition, comparative rhetorics, comparative literature, second language
writing, and world Englishes.”—Bruce Horner, endowed chair in rhetoric
and composition, University of Louisville

978-0-8093-3546-6
Paper, 358 pages, $45.00

NEW IN RHETORIC & COMPOSITION
FROM SIU PRESS

The Homesick
Phone Book

“This compelling collection of evocative essays locates not a rhetoric of
place but one cultivated by and as place. Moving among such diverse topics
as memory, bureaucracy, authenticity, ethnography, and aesthetics, this
book’s central premise and payoff is the inventional possibilities for rhetoric
to be found in diverse attunements to place.”—Nathaniel A. Rivers, coeditor of Thinking with Bruno Latour in Rhetoric and Composition

Addressing Rhetorics
in the Age
of Perpetual Conflict
Cynthia Haynes
978-0-8093-3508-4
Paper, 244 pages, $40.00

*Use promo code CCCC for a 30% discount on all rhetoric, composition, and literacy books at
www.siupress.com/cccc. Receive free shipping plus the discount for orders placed during the conference.

978-0-8093-3650-0
Paper, 280 pages, $45.00

*Use promo code CCCC for a 30% discount on all rhetoric, composition, and literacy books at
www.siupress.com/cccc. Receive free shipping plus the discount for orders placed during the conference.

Vicente Ximenes, LBJ’s
Great Society, and
Mexican American Civil
Rights Rhetoric
Michelle Hall Kells, with a foreword by
Juan C. Guerra
978-0-8093-3639-5
Paper, 346 pages, $40.00

“Ximenes’s importance to the Mexican American struggle for
civil rights has always been clear. But Kells provides a fuller
picture of the roles that Vicente Ximenes played not only in
the American G.I. Forum but also in Washington, D.C., and
New Mexico. The author’s exploration of the intricacies of
social conditions and the historicity of the times helps clarify
Ximenes’s use of language in various contexts and furthers
our understanding of the complexity of the Mexican American
civil rights battles.”—Anthony Quiroz, editor of Leaders of
the Mexican American Generation: Biographical Essays

“The scholarship behind this brief study is superior, indeed
prodigious. Thompson freshly brings rhetorical history to
Emerson and Emerson to students of rhetoric. Few readers on
either side will fail to be enlightened.”—Phyllis Cole, author of
Toward a Female Genealogy of Transcendentalism and past
president of the Ralph Waldo Emerson Society

Emerson and
the History of
Rhetoric
Roger Thompson
978-0-8093-3612-8
Paper, 174 pages, $35.00

Jean Baudrillard
The Rhetoric of
Symbolic Exchange
Brian Gogan
978-8093-3625-8
Paper, 248 pages, $35.00

Human Bodies,
Posthumanist Worlds
Edited by Amanda K. Booher
and Julie Jung
978-0-8093-3633-3
Paper, 274 pages, $45.00

The Unending Obligation of
Communication Ethics
Ronald C. Arnett

“Levinas’s Rhetorical Demand is an important book that will
find an interested audience among Levinasian scholars; those
interested in communication ethics, communication theory,
and rhetorical theory; and scholars and practitioners of dialogue.”—Paula S. Tompkins, author, Practicing Communication Ethics: Development, Discernment, and Decision-Making

978-0-8093-3569-5
Paper, 334 pages, $40.00

Rethinking Ethos
“This important collection contributes to new theories of ethos
as a fluid, negotiated, place-based concept, illustrating how
ethos can and does shift according to the rhetors involved, the
exigency, and the time, place, and occasion of speaking or
writing.”—Gesa Kirsch, coauthor of Feminist Rhetorical Practices: New Horizons for Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy
Studies

A Feminist Ecological
Approach to Rhetoric
Edited by Kathleen J. Ryan,
Nancy Myers, and Rebecca
Jones
978-0-8093-3494-0
Paper, 320 pages, $45.00

Policy Debate
“In an age of alternative facts and shifting political realities, the public
and the academy need to understand Baudrillard’s work more than ever.
Gogan gives us a useful reading and critique of this important body of
scholarship.”— Barry Brummett, editor, The Politics of Style and the
Style of Politics

“In this innovative book, Jean Bessette draws on a fascinating range of
archives of lesbian experience in the United States to expand our understanding of what counts as an archive and how archives put rhetoric to
use. Through meticulous analysis of archival objects ranging from films
to love letters to buttons to posters, she shows how archives can be
used for “retroactivism,” to shape collective identity, write new histories
of lesbian experiences, and thereby multiply the range of identities and
histories archives may represent.”—Jordynn Jack, author of Autism
and Gender: From Refrigerator Mothers to Computer Geeks

Feminist
Rhetorical
Science Studies

Levinas’s Rhetorical
Demand

Retroactivism
in the Lesbian
Archives
Composing Pasts and
Futures
Jean Bessette

A Guide for High School
and College Debaters
Shawn F. Briscoe
978-8093-3558-9
Paper, 232 pages, $25.00

“Guiguzi is a challenging and difficult text even for native
Chinese readers. Hui Wu did a fabulous job of translating
it into English without losing the original meaning of the
text while making it comprehensible to the English reader. Jan Swearingen’s comparative chapter sheds light on
both Western and Chinese rhetorical traditions.”—Xing Lu,
author of Rhetoric in Ancient China, Fifth to Third Century
B.C.E.: A Comparison with Classical Greek Rhetoric

978-0-8093-3623-5
Paper, 202 pages, $40.00

“This book is a must-read because the research and writing are important in rhetoric, writing, and feminist studies. . . . The readability
of the essays and the careful research will lead many scholars and
graduate students to higher levels of understanding.”
—Kathleen E. Welch, author of Electric Rhetoric and The Contemporary Reception of Classical Rhetoric

“Briscoe’s wealth of knowledge about and experience with policy debate
is well represented in Policy Debate. Students, and even coaches, often
must attend summer camps at great expense or spend years working
concertedly to gather the information clearly conveyed here.”—Derek
Buescher, University of Puget Sound

“Guiguzi,” China’s First
Treatise on Rhetoric
A Critical Translation and
Commentary
Translated by Hui Wu, with
commentaries by Hui Wu and C. Jan
Swearingen
978-0-8093-3526-8
Paper, 196 pages, $40.00

Food,
Feminisms,
Rhetorics
Edited by Melissa A.
Goldthwaite
978-0-8093-3590-9
Paper, 296 pages, $40.00

“This provocative volume of essays poses significant questions about the gendered history of cooking; about representations of food across time, cultures,
and genres; and about the intimate link between eating and embodiment. The
diversity of theoretical approaches and historiographic methodologies deployed
by the contributors to Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics ensures readers will find
much to feast upon in these pages.”—Jane Greer, author of Girls and Literacy
in America: Historical Perspectives to the Present

